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of viefolT tr P°'"* °^
''^f^ °^ the investigator and from the point

cation .hn,M
?"^^easmg multitude of readers that channels of publi-

&n fo '""f"^'^- u^^^ ?^ t^^^^ ^^^""^^^ l^^^e a more definite

ChTrif^cPffi^''^-^^^''.*^^ American Microscopical Society.

M£e are .Inn^ K,^"/
'"^ performing that function those who read its^ges are alone able to tell. Its co-laborer, the Gazette, will be the

ndimveZl,
^''^°"''^§^^ '"^ ^" it^ mission.-W. W. Rowlee, Cor-

Naturo of the binary name.

ai,"n.?fK
January issue of the Gazette Professor Bailey has urged

sfm rh
-^""^

v'^^
permanency of the specific name an argument of

?.n?.^ 1 '^'^^'?^7 ^s to ^^ worthy of careful consideration. He pre-

tardinJ-f
^^^^ ^°'^^ ^^^ y^^'"s since,* and I remember then xt-

call Sn^'^i!" '^^^™®"t "^^^'"g *° be answered; yet I do not re-

the Pro

,k-. ^^ Se? Ihe two forms of expression are, of course, but the

the Pmf
"^ ^^^^ anywhere a word of comment upon it. The gist of

ri,f,,l
^^^'"^ ^'g^ment lies in these two interrogations: "Is noraen-

Is bullata or Car ex bullata the name

firmlv fn K^f*^^^ ,
^^^ propounder of this forceful question appears

man inf-Pir
^^^^ ^^^ ^""^ every botanist gifted with ordinary hu-

nierelv J //^!"*^? "^"^* answer: "Carex bullata undoubtedly, and not

fessorV^i ' '^ t^^ "^"^^ of a certain sedge." If this be, what Pro-

^e the cor
^^^° confidently believes it, the only rational answer; if it

credit th^^^^^*"
^"^w^^' the argument is strong enough utterly to dis-

name n« ^kP^^^^'^^ of treating the retention of the earliest specific

But ff !?/'f
*°^y ""^^'" the law of priority.

I^estion h
author of the argument deems rationally out of the

^*ertoon ?°i
0"'y Possible but defensible; if the affirmative an-

of the othp
"

-i,
questions does not necessarily involve the negation

^^%e then fV
bullata and Carex bullata are names of a certain

^^^ invalid YA ^^S""™^nt, so specious at first glance, is weakened, if

*^°ntinual •
"^"^ ^ ^^^'^ venture to assert, having in mind the

'«^a alonp "^^u^'^^
°^ ^" botanists, that, under certain limitations, bul-

*'!' not l\f
the entirely sufficient name of a sedge. Professor Bailey

"" hour nr f
""^

fi
"^ ^"^^ ^ proposition as this, that he could lecture for

'^e whil'p
^^ hours, upon a certain group of sedges, discussing,

•^•eds with
number of species from a half dozen to several hun-

P^^nts anH n^ u^"^
chance of indefiniteness or ambiguity as to the

"y any n
* without using any but the specific names; never once,

«^"eric term^r^^^
°^ the situation, employing before his hearers the

Precisely th-
^^^^' Nor is this instance merely a supposititious one;

atleast Vn ^"^^g^'^eingso exceedingly common that any botanist,

fence of if V ^^oment's reflection, must realize the universal preva-

thc
specifi

^^ "°t, as a rule, make extensive use of anything but

considerat- "^'"^s, in oral converse, no matter what the genus under
"°" may be, unless it should be a monotypic one, in which
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the mononomatic appellation of the species. What botanist, havicj

occasion to speak of monotypes, like Cafy/isff or Arethusa for example,

employs the full binary name? There is no need of it; and, in an age

less formal and pedantic than ours, no specific name would be as-

signed to monotypes, even in books and catalogues. The thing is

wholly useless; at best a sort of rhetorical flourish appended to that

simple term— that "monomial," to use, but not to approve a word so

constructed— which usage makes the essential name of that species of
,

plant. The name is even perfectly competent to distinguish that plant

from all others; and so, in this instance we have a well warranted an-

swer to Professor Bailey's question quite unlike any he deemed possi-

'

blej a name of one term which is perfectly competent, and everyway

sufficient, to answer every demand but tha't of pedantry. r

But, however extensively used the specific name as mononomaticinay i

be, we can never say of this that it is the name by which a species maybe »

absolutely distinguished from all other species of plants. So much

must certainly be conceded to Professor Bailey. Nevertheless, it

seems to me that he must feel himself compelled to admit that it has

naiiif

ce

Deen just this extremely common oral treatment of the specific nar

as the name of a species which has led to the widely prevalent practi-

or retaining the first specific name under whatever genus; a practice

Which many have contended for as obligatory under the principle o

priority, and which the most eminent and scholarly botanists of a"

ages have adhered to. Let me insist also upon this; that, in lookm

tor fundamental principles, we are forced to make inquiry into or^

usages; for these are everywhere anterior to written usages, and may

have much to teach us.— Edw. T. r,p,rr-M^ Wn.hi«<rtnn. D. CWashingti


